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BENDIX AD-IS® AIR DRYER AND PURAGUARD® OIL-COALESCING CARTRIDGE 

ATTAIN STANDARD POSITION AT PETERBILT 

Advanced Technology Pairing Protects Vehicles’ Air Supply and Connected Systems 

 
ELYRIA, Ohio – March 22, 2017 – For Peterbilt Motors Company’s vehicles, fuel 

efficiency and high performance are must-haves. That’s why the truck manufacturer offers 

industry-leading air processing technologies from Bendix Commercial Vehicle Systems LLC as 

standard position. Peterbilt is now equipping its Class 6-8 air-braked vehicles with the proven 

reliability of Bendix AD-IS® air dryers enhanced with the superior protection of Bendix® 

PuraGuard® oil-coalescing cartridges. 

“Bendix has been the proud standard supplier of air dryers on Peterbilt trucks for many 

years. Choosing the AD-IS with PuraGuard is in keeping with our long history of shared 

dedication to meeting and exceeding the high expectations of Peterbilt and their customers,” 

said Richard Nagel, Bendix director of marketing and customer solutions, Air Charging. 

“Increasingly, new technologies that enhance driver safety, improve driver comfort, and help 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions rely on clean, dry, compressed air.” 

As commercial vehicles adopt higher levels of automation, trucks are now equipped with 

multiple solenoid valves that provide precise control but require cleaner air than traditional 

manual brake valves. Emissions controls adopted to meet ever increasingly stringent 

regulations often rely on pneumatic controls, as well as some Automated Manual Transmissions 

(AMTs). The quality of a truck’s compressed air supply is more important than ever. 
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“Bendix’s commercial air dryer technology expertise has been put to the test and road-

proven for more than four decades, consistently advancing to meet the industry’s challenges 

and needs,” said Robert Woodall, Peterbilt Assistant General Manager – Sales and Marketing. 

“When we work with Bendix team members, they’re bringing to the table both valuable insight 

and dedication to Peterbilt’s customers, making for a fully shared commitment to keeping trucks 

on the road and in good operating condition.” 

 

The Most Effective Solution 

A truck’s compressor passes a small amount of oil during normal operation. The amount 

of oil passing is a result of compressor design, duty cycle, and life cycle. These resulting oil 

aerosols are passed into the vehicle’s air system. The first line of defense is the truck’s air dryer, 

which was designed primarily to remove moisture from the air. A Bendix AD-IS® air dryer 

equipped with a PuraGuard® oil-coalescing cartridge provides the industry’s most effective 

solution for removing oil aerosols from the compressed air system. There are other oil-

coalescing solutions available, but PuraGuard’s unique design – which includes a patented 

check valve – places the oil-coalescing media ahead of the air dryer cartridge’s desiccant. This 

feature increases the effective life of the cartridge. Oil aerosols or other small particulates 

infiltrating the compressed air system can lead to malfunctioning brake valves, failures of 

emission controls, or erratic AMT shifting. 

“Peterbilt is now specifying PuraGuard oil-coalescing cartridges to protect pneumatically 

controlled components on their vehicles – and this protection is important throughout a truck’s 

life, from the first owner to the last,” stated Frank Uhelsky, Bendix product manager for Air 

Treatment. “Replacing these cartridges like-for-like is the simplest and most effective way to 

maintain air quality, and the spin-on PuraGuard cartridge is readily available in the aftermarket. 

It’s vital for fleets and owner-operators to know that swapping an oil-coalescing cartridge for a 

non-oil coalescing cartridge leaves air-controlled devices vulnerable to contamination and 

potentially expensive failures.” 

Through its complete lineup of products, Bendix delivers on vehicle performance and 

efficiency, as well as other areas critical to fleets’ success, including safety, reliability, and 

unparalleled post-sales support. By strengthening return on investment in equipment and 

technology, Bendix aims to help fleets and drivers lower their total costs of vehicle ownership, 

and enhance safety for everyone sharing the roads. 

Visit Bendix’s multimedia center at safertrucks.com/knowledge-dock for blog posts, 

podcasts, videos, and more on a range of trucking-related topics, including braking systems.  
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For more information about Bendix technologies, call 1-800-AIR-BRAKE or visit 

www.bendix.com. 

About Bendix Commercial Vehicle Systems LLC 

Bendix Commercial Vehicle Systems, a member of the Knorr-Bremse Group, develops and 

supplies leading-edge active safety technologies, energy management solutions, and air brake 

charging and control systems and components under the Bendix® brand name for medium- and 

heavy-duty trucks, tractors, trailers, buses, and other commercial vehicles throughout North 

America. An industry pioneer, employing more than 3,000 people, Bendix is driven to deliver 

solutions for improved vehicle safety, performance, and overall operating cost. Contact us at 

1-800-AIR-BRAKE (1-800-247-2725) or visit bendix.com. Stay connected and informed through 

Bendix expert podcasts, blog posts, videos, and other resources at knowledge-dock.com. 

Follow Bendix on Twitter at twitter.com/Bendix_CVS. Log on and learn from the Bendix experts 

at brake-school.com. And to learn more about career opportunities at Bendix, visit 

bendix.com/careers. 
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